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• Overtime Pay
• Paid Vacation
• Wage Increases
• Cost of Living Allowance
(COLA)
Health Benefits
Retirement benefits
• 8-hour workday
• Safety laws

• Unemployment insurance
Unions are workers who
stand together to establish,
build, and defend worker
rights.
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N.A.L.C. Pagoda Branch 258-Reading PA.
Officers & Committees 2014
Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Name
Fred Ranalli, Jr.
Rich McDonough
Michele Schaeffer
Paul Purcell

Home Phone
610-678-2512
484-955-4267
610-916-1324
610-451-0244

Trustees:

Jason Taylor

570-617-1124
610-775-4263
610-404-7758
610-944-1456
610-678-9031
610-921-0394
610-670-9636
610-373-8333
610-378-0417

Dominic Tumminello
Dave Dry
Blaine Martit.
Bill Lodek
Sharon Unger
Jerome Kern
Todd Evangelista
Andy Gelsinger

Trustee Rep. Assoc. Off.
Health Plan Rep.
AFL-CIO
Sergeant at Arms
NALCaster Editor

Director of Archives
Shop Stewards
Station
19601-11 Downtown
19602-06 Reading Station
19604-05 Hampden (Annex)
Shillington
19607
19608-09 Wyomissing
19610
Annex
19508
Birdsboro
Douglassville
19518
Hamburg
19526

375-7492
375-7495
478-1593
777-7143
378-1247
478-1593
582-2301
385-3651
562-7812

Steward
Jason Taylor
Aaron O'brien
Juan Munoz
Mark Swarmer
Paul Purcell
Dave Dry
Rich McDonough
Harry Enright
Judy Spitzer

19522
19530
19540
19551
19555
19560
19565
19567

944-9077
683-8331
777-1101
693-5541
562-4716
929-1469
678-7668
589-4541

Blaine Martin
Tim Fisher
Rich McDonough
Rich McDonough
Robert Oswald
Bea Shurr
Rich McDonough
Robert Clark

Fleetwood
Kutztown
Mohnton
Robesonia
Shoemakersville
Temple
Wernersville
Womelsdorf

Phone

Food Drive
Legislative
Workman's Comp Rep
MDA
PTF. Rep
Sick Member Rep.
Director of Retirees
NALC Family Picnic

Union Office:

Knights Of Columbus Hall:
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Every Second is Important
By Jose Ochoa, First Vice President

Phone
570-617-1124
484-955-0917
610-373-8201
"610-856-1662
610-451-0244
610-404-7758
484-955-4267
610-385-9078
570-573-2689
6111:944-1456

610-207-0204
484-955-4267
484-955-4267
610-451-5114
610-926-3279
484-955-4267
610-589-1469

Committees:
Step A designee
Associate Off. Grievance Chinn.
Labor Mgt. Team

-

Rich McDonough
Rich McDonough
Fred Ranalli Jr.
Rich McDonough
Paul Purcell
Jerome Kern
Bill Lodek
Blaine Martin
Jason Taylor
Jason Taylor
Bub McLean
Dale Conrad
Dominic Tumminello
Dave Dry

484-955-4267
484-955-4267
610-678-2512
484.955-4267
610-451-0244
610-670-9636
6 I 0-678-9031
610-944-1456
570-617-1124
570-617-1124
610-678-1118
610-944-9072
610-775-4263
610-404-7758

950 Weiser Street
950 Weiser Street

610-376-0696
610-376-5734

We convince ourselves that life will be better after we
get married, have a baby, then another. Then we are frustrated
that the kids are not old enough and we will be more content
when they are, after that, we are frustrated that we have
teenagers to deal with. We will certainly be happy when they
are out of that stage. We tell ourselves that our life will be
complete when we get a nicer car, nicer home, able to go on a
nice vacation and for sure when we retire.
- The truth is, there is no better time to be happy than
right now. If not now, when? Your life will always be filled
with challenges. It's best to admit this to yourself and be happy
anyway.
One of my favorite quotes is from Alfred D. Souza,
who said, "For a long time it seemed to me that life was about
to begin - real life. But there was always an obstacle in the
way, something to be gotten through first, some unfinished
business, time still to be served, and a debt to be paid. Then
my happy life would begin. At last it dawned on me that these
obstacles were my life."
This perspective has helped me to see there is no
specific way to happiness, happiness is the way! Be sure to
treasure every moment that you have, and treasure it more
because you share it with someone special,, special enough to
spend your time together.
So stop waiting until you finish school, lose ten
pounds, have kids, until you start work, retire, get married, get
divorced, until Sunday, until you get a new car or new home,
until next spring, until next summer, until you had a drink,
until you sobered up, until you die or you are born again. Stop
waiting to decide that there is no better time that right now to
be happy.

Many people take no care of their
money till they come to the end of it,
and others do the same with their time.
— Johann von Goethe

At a Milwaukee post office, a woman
• complained to the clerk that a Pony Express rider could get a letter from Milwaukee to St. Louis in two days, and now,
delivering the mail takes three days. "I'd
like to know why?" she scoffed.
The clerk thought for a moment then suggested, "The horses are a lot older now?"
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Moving?
Regular Monthly
Me c.-..ting
NALC BRANCH #258 WILL
MEET AT MEDRICH HALL,
950 WEISER STREET ON

Let us know . . Before You Go!
Name
Ohl Address

Address
City
State

Zip

Phone (
Hew Address
Address

WEDNESDAY
rai n" 2014
@ 7:10 P.M.

City
State
Phone (

Zip
)
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The HALCASTER is a publication of by and for
the members of Pagoda Branch #258, NALC,
Reading, PA. The opinions expressed herein, may
but do not necessarily reflect those of the Editor
or Branch #258. All contributions are welcome.

You may use any items in thLs newsletter,
just inform your readers of yoursource.
Thank you

NALC
HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN
SERVICE LINES
General Claims Inquiries
Hospital Precertification (Required)
Prerecorded Benefits Information

Prescription Customer Service Line

adcluc.'ss to:

NALCASTER
P.O. Box 777
Reading, PA 19603

CASH BINGO EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS BINGO
950WE1SER STREET
READING, PA 19601
DOORS OPEN AT 5 PM
WARM UP GAME AT 6:30 PM
TOTALLY NON SMOKING BINGO HALL
RESV, & HALL RENTALS INFORMATION 610 376 5734
-

-

1-888- 636-NALC
1-800-622-6252
I -888-636-NALC
I-800-933-NALC
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"Most Dangerous
Jobs; Postal work
tops list among
federal civiian
positions"

postal employees constituted a third of all

This was the front page article in the
September 9th Federal Times. Andy
Medici reports: "On June 29, 62-year
old Letter Carrier Bruce Deutser was
killed when a pickup truck struck his
mail truck in Monkton, MD, flipping
it over. Another Letter Carrier, Eddie
"Marie" Youngblood, was shot and
killed May 17 in Coldspring, Texas.
In terms of federal jobs, postal work is
by far the most dangerous: Last year,

Medici's report continues: Jeffrey Wil-.
iamson, chief human resources officer
and executive vice president at the U.S.
Postal Service, said the safety and well
being of postal employees is the top
priority at the agency. He said the agency
strives to ensure employees have the
tools and training to perform their duties
safely. "Any loss of the hardworking,
dedicated men and women of the Postal
Service is a terrible loss to our postal

FED_ 7014

federal civilian employees in the United
States who died on the job, according to
preliminary numbers from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. In 2012, 54 feds were
killed on the job. Postal workers made up
18 of those in 2012, up from 15 in 2011.

NALCASTER

community and to the communities
in which our employees serve, Williamson said.
All of you need to be careful out
there on the streets—both delivering
and walking—as the days get darker
earlier and the weather makes the
roads slippery and wet.
Now is the time for management
to emphasize safety over "making
the numbers". Let's hope 2013 is
a much safer year for Letter Carriers here and throughout the United
States!
MARK MYERS
Article courtesy of the Seattle, WA
October 2013 Seventy-Niner
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From the President of the National Association of Letter Carriers
Today, the U.S. Postal Service, which doesn't get a dime of
taxpayer money, reported an operating profit of $600 million
for delivering the mail in Fiscal Year 2013.
But the 2006 congressional mandate to massively pre-fund
future retiree health benefits—a political requirement placed
on no other agency or company in the country—cost USPS
S5.6 billion, leaving an operating profit of $600 million but a
net loss of S5 billion.
This news proves that USPS is set to make a strong comeback if lawmakers address this artificial financial crisis created by the pre-funding fiasco and free the Postal Service to
use its universal retail and delivery networks to innovate and
grow.
In Solidarity,
Fred Rolando, President
National Association of Letter Carriers
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THE BEAST OF BURDEN

8 Surefire Ways to Demotivate Your Employees
Ever notice how a new employee's
enthusiasm eventually wears off? In
85% of companies, employees' morale
significantly drops off after their first
six months on the job, according to a
survey from Harvard Management
Update.

If employees feel like their hard work goes
unnoticed, they'll start to wonder why
they're working so hard in the first place.
Be sure to offer praise, both privately and
publicly. Even small things, like a thankyou card or a "good job" email work.

For the most part enthusiasm is determined by work environment, and it
can be fostered or hindered by you—
the bosS.'Employee Motivation experts
say the best way to keep eMployee
enthusiasm moving forward is to
"first, do no harm." At a minimum,
don't do anything that demotivates
your workers.

Have you ever solicited ideas, asked what
employees think about a policy, or asked
your team to draft a Proposal? If so, be sure
to relay the results, even if the ideas or
proposals don't go anywhere. Asking employees for input without acknowledging it
shows a lack of respect.

Check out eight demotivators below.
1. Public criticism.
Pointing out a worker's mistake in
front of others rarely yields a good
response. Though some managers
think public reproach keeps everyone else from making the same mistake—
it usually just makes everyone feel
bad.
2. Failing to provide praise.

PACE 4

3. Not following up.

4. Give unachievable goals or deadlines.
Once employees realize they won't be able
to get something done, they'll think,
"What's the point? I'm going to fail." Provide goals and deadlines that are challenging, but not impossible.
5. Not explaining your actions or sharing
company data.

they'll respect you for it. Likewise, sharing key company data such as revenue
and profits validates staff contributions.
6. Implied threats.
If an employee is producing sub-par
work, it's OK to let them know your expectations. But it's not OK to threaten
their job—especially if you're threatening
the entire team in a public setting. A "do
this or else" attitude often has the opposite effect when it comes to motivation.
7. Not honoring creative thinking and
problem solving.
When employees take initiative to improve something—a company process or
an individual task, for instance—don't
blow it off. Instead, take a good, hard
look at their suggestion. Don't ignore it,
or you risk losing that employee's creativity in the future.
8. Micromanagement

Perhaps the worst demotivator is micromanaging. Employees need to feel
Just because you hold the cards doesn't
mean you should hide them. Explaining the trusted and valued to succeed—and micromanaging communicates the opposite.
big management decisions will help employees understand your perspective—and

NALCAITER
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THE BEAST OF BURDEN

By Eric Ellis, CSALC District 4
Well, the federal government is back
open for business! By an 81-18 vote in
the Senate and a 285-144 vote in the
House, HR 2775 passed and was
signed into law by President Obama.
It funds all federal agencies and programs through January 15, 2014 and
raises the debt ceiling until February
7, 2014. House and Senate conferees,
as I write this article, are negotiating
a possible long-term budget resolution. Senate bill 1486 is about to be
marked up. Both sides in the budget
debate, including the president, agree
that everything is on the table. Everything includes the following:

for health.care, but you poteRtially
would pay much more.
8. Elimination of no-layoff clauses in
collective bargaining agreements.
9. Elimination of at least one day of
delivery within a year.
10. Another gradual raise in the retirement age for Social Security (a la .
1983).
11. Continued pre-payment into the
Postal Service Retiree Health Benefit
Fund at an amount above and beyond
what other businesses pay.

12. No refund to the USPS of the overpayment into CSRS (which the Hay
1. Elimination of the mortgage deduc- Group and Segal Company estimate to
tion for certain income levels.
be anywhere between $50 and 75 bil2. The use of the chained CPI for fed- lion).
eral retirees and Social Security re13. Elimination of the Private Express
cipients, which some say will save the Statutes, which state that only the letfederal government $400 billion over ter carrier and postal patron have acten years, but will do so out of your
cess to the mailbox.
pocket.
When Republicans took control of the
3. The elimination of the FERS SpeHouse in January 2011, our leadership
cial Retirement Supplement for acnoted that we would need to play detive and future employees.
fense. And we have fended off everything the House has thrown at us. But
4. The elimination of defined pennow
that both parties state that entitlesions for all future career employees.
ment reform be part of any long term
budget deal, you had better pay atten5. Increased employee contributions
tion. Increased payments on your part
for life and health insurance.
into your pension, life and health insur6. Increased employee pension contri- ance could cost you as much as $200
butions for active and future career
per paycheck. How do you feel about
'employees.
that? If you are a retiree, how would a
chained CPI affect your lifestyle? If you
7. Use of so-called wrap-around
are a non-career employee, how would
health care plans in which the USPS going to 5-day
delivery affect your
would pay $3,000 less per employee
chances of making regular? If you are a
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FERS employee in your early fifties and
want to retire at age 56, how would the
loss of the Special Retirement Supplement jive with your plans?
•
The important question in all this is,
what are you planning to do to protect
your future? I mean, there is not one
active, retired, career, noncareer, federal or postal employee who is not affected in one way, shape or form by what I
mentioned. I, and I think most of my
readers understand that when the dust
settles on budget or postal legislation,
we may end up paying a little more into
our pension or health insurance. But
we should not carry the wave of budget
cuts on our backs. After all, we did not
cause the economic downturn and massive budget deficits. I
Dishonest business people and unpaidfor wars overseas are to blame for that.
If you do not contact your elected representatives in the House and Senate
when asked to do so through e-Activist,
shame on you! And if you are a letter
carrier and have an email account, if
you haven't signed up for e-Activist,
why? You can go to nalc.org and sign
up; it's free and painless. If you don't
care enough to ask your senator to vote
for your interests, how can you expect
your fellow co-workers to continue to
shoulder the load? And how can you
expect your congressperson to vote for
your interests if you aren't interested in
contacting him or her?
So, please, sign up for e-Activist and
contact you elected representatives
when asked to do so. Too much is at
stake for you to stay on the sideline and
watch others perform on your behalf.

Are You Retiring Soon? Or Just Changed Sizes?

If so, our newly hired carriers (or maybe not-so-new, if they just
changed sizes themselves) could use your donation of your still
serviceable uniform items. Please, bring them to work and give to
your shop steward for transport to the hall. Also, if you have items
that are thoroughly worn out, please, remove patches (insignia)
before disposing of them.

no. 2014
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A Message from the Post Office

EVEN rECIERAL E tiFr E 33

IF YOU SEND AN EMAIL OR MAKE
A PHONE CALL THE GOVERNMENT
KNOWS R. -niE CIA KNOWS Fl-,
ThE NSA KNOWS rfTHE DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE KNOWS IT

AND DIAL AND UPS
KEEP RECORDS OF
WHERE TNtfR LETTERS
ARE SEW.

ThE FI31 KNOWS IT.
THEY SHARE
THE INFORMATION

Ot4 THE
OTHER HAND...

WITH CITHER.
GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES,.

_ IF YOU SEND
A FIRST CLASS
L
NOBODY KNOWS
ANYTHING_

SO-.
THAT'LL 13E
FOFkTY-i,m1ECENT,

YOU CAN KEEP IT
OR COPY IT
OR DESTROY
YOURSELF

R.EASE.

IN COI1PLL it
PRIVACY.

NYTEVONS

1) It's not e-mail, e-commerce, or e-anything. It's the 2006 prefunding mandale! We keep screaming this basic fact so why don't
they hear? A massive roadblock is that the USPS is a "cash cow".
Prefunding payments.c,ourtLas : fedeKal funds In.the budget. Ironically,
USPS is therefore subsidizing government...something GOPers claim
they hate.
2) Our retirees are just fine, thank you! Our retiree system is massively overfunded. S44 billion is in the fund generating interest. It is
100% funded compared to 42% of all federal pensions and 80% of
Fortune 500 companies.

Jane 9 2013 (5652)

Employee Assistance
Program
Endorsed by the NALC
Privacy is protected by strict
federal and state
confidentiality laws and regulations
Work Stress
Family/Parenting Issues
Relationship Problems
Anxiety or Depression

answer! We have already privatized everything tha- teari- be econoirticaily. We pay 512 billion a year to contracs -- tors who sort. mail. transport mail by air and ground and advertise. One
question that - has never been answered by those who preach privatization is how can a private company make a profit serving, rural areas?
3) Privatization is not the

-

-

The USPS needs to diversify! We need the freedom and flexibility to
sell other than postal products. Japan and Germany even allow their
POs to double as banks with great success.

Anger Management
Coping with Change
Child Care Services
Financial Issues
Elder Care Services
Grief or Bereavement
Alcohol/Drug Dependency

You Make The
This abridged article is

Call

Airtesy of the May-June 2013 NALC Branch 2555 Spartan Views..

1-800-EAP-4-YOU
Never look down on anybody...., unless

you're

helping them up.

Doing your best is more important than being

mer 6

the best.

NALCAM

(1-800-327-4968)
rte. 2t14
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BY RAY BREAKFIELD

SR. 343

At the October branch meeting, trustee Tony Jasper went to the mike and spoke about
the problems working people are facing today. He spoke about the disappearing middle
class. Ninety percent of the wealth in the United States is held by the wealthiest 10 percent
of the population. They are also very smart. They have managed to load the Supreme Court
with their friends who have ruled that corporations are people and they can contribute all
they want to political campaigns. There's an old saying by Will Rogers. He once said about
American politics, "We have the best politicians money can buy." It really is true today.
Huge corporations and wealthy individuals run the United States. They've shipped all the
middle-class jobs overseas. They've raised our taxes and lowered their own. They've even
flummoxed a large number of Americans into helping them. They've convinced many
Americans who used to have decent jobs to support them. They've hidden their ultraconservative ideas amid tub thumping visceral subjects like abortion and gun control. Many
people without jobs or bank accounts support those who put them out of a job. Go figure.
Will Rogers really was right. Corporate lobbyists cruise the halls of Congress with their
pockets bulging with money. They offer it to politicians in exchange for laws that benefit
their corporate employers. How often have we heard about ex-politicians who become lobbyists or relatives who have big-paying jobs with corporations (in exchange for support for
their agenda.)
The situation in the United States is not unprecedented. The biggest ones that come
to mind are France in 1789 and Russia in 1917. In both countries the few wealthy people
ran the government. The poor were starving. The wealthy didn't care. There is a quote of the time in
France, misattributed to Marie Antoinette, "Let them eat cake." The bread the peasants ate may have
been a baked mixture of little flour and much sawdust. It's all the poor had to eat.
I sure hope it doesn't come to this in America. Is the -distance between the rich and poor going to
grow so large that the poor will starve and the wealthy look out their windows and smile? Is the control of our government going to be completely controlled by special interests and the welfare of citizens
ignored? When will the insanity stop?
Abraham Lincoln, in the Gettysburg Address, spoke of a government OF THE PEOPLE, BY THE
PEOPLE, AND FOR THE PEOPLE. I'm absolutely sure he wasn't talking about corporations and a
wealthy few. He was talking about ALL AMERICANS. Not just a privileged few. I certainly hope our
country doesn't end up like France and Russia. Someone said we get the government we deserve. It's
really true. Seventy-five percent of Americans never vote. When will we all care? When our kids are
starving?

oto

ECONOMY
would like to follow up on last

The gap between poor and rich narrowed
after 2012 as unions negotiated better pay and
benefits for workers. As you can clearly see,
the dwindling number of union members is in
direct relation to the rich getting richer. Those
same 1 percent would prefer that we all have
part-time jobs making $10 per hour with no
benefits. This way the greed could be more extreme than what it is. Too much is never enough
Oct'. 2013
for these people.
5K • 34-3

i month's article regarding income inequality in this country. The wealthiest 1 percent earned more than 19 percent of the
country's household income in 2012; their biggest gain since 1928. Their income rose nearly
20 percent in one year compared to 1 percent
for the remaining 99 percent of us. Since 2009,
95 percent of the nation's income gains have
gone to that 1 percent. The top 1 percent had
pretax income of nearly $400,000 per year. The
top 1 percent had their share bottom out in 1973
at 7.7 percent but has steadily increased since
the 1980s. The wealthiest 10 percent captured a
record 48.2 percent of the country's household
income during 2012.
FEB. 2014
INALCATTEV

Those who are too smart to engage in
politics are punished by being governed
by those who are dumber.
— Plato
PAGE 7

322.3 Parcel Yost
322.31 Load parcel post directly into the vehicle from hampers or sacks. Normally separate the parcels in
delivery sequence. Make a mental note of the first parcel delivery point. When this parcel has been delivered,
make mental note of the next, and so on, until all parcels have been delivered. For any parcel that does not fit
into the customer's mailbox or parcel locker (when available). An attempt to deliver must be made at the
customer's door. If no one is
available to receive the parcel, follow the procedures in 322.311 and 322.312.
33 Delivery of Special Services Mail
331 General
When delivering special services mail, make every reasonable effort to deliver, ring the bell or knock on the
door in order to make hand-to-hand delivery to addressee. Also there's a PS Form 8190 (grievance) that was
filed by a steward from the 78704 that states:
Box 15. Issue statement
Was the contract violated when the grievant was told not to attempt parcels or accountable items at the
customer's door on a day when management performed a street observation (Christmas Eve)? If so, what shall
the remedy be? The union cites violations, including but not
limited to, Articles 3, 5, 15, 16, and/or 19
The grievance was settled at Formal Step A level on July 7, 2013 and was signed by USPS representative Robin
Gutman and NALC representative Emre Edwards. The settlement states:
Box 20. Disposition and Date: Resolved
There is no dispute that carriers must attempt delivery of parcels and accountable items in accordance with
Handbooks and Manuals and that management must refrain from issuing instructions that are in conflict with
Handbooks and Manuals. The management official who gave the instruction in question is no longer
responsible for the direct supervision of craft employees at this or any other station. The grievant is to perform
his duties regarding delivery and/or attempted delivery of parcels and accountable items in accordance with
language found in Handbooks and Manuals.
Remember carriers, KNOWLEDGE IS POWER, educate yourself s by reading handbooks, manuals and
the National Agreement (contract), and then share what you read with the other brothers and sisters in your
station and/or your circle of carrier friends.

One day in the life of USPS

Our jobs depend on good service, Thank You
William Moody — aft. Is 1

Aos-ri

727,167 packages picked up through Package Pickup,• 3.2
million customers served at more than 31,000 retail locations, 1
million people who visit usps.com , 528 million mail pieces
processed and delivered, 4.3 million miles driven by letter
carriers and truck drivers and Zero tax dollars received for
operating the Postal Service.

.

NALC/OWCP
Physical Therapy Revisited
Last year, the USPS partnered up with Align Networks
concerning referrals for physical therapy for
on- the- job injuries of postal employees. OWCP made some
pertinent points in order to clear up some confusion regarding
whether or not to use Align Networks for physical therapy.

No USPS employee is required to use Align Network or a
physical therapist that is affiliated with Align Network, for
scheduling or treatment of a condition approved by OWCP
under FECA. Regardless of what provider is used, there
are no co-pays or out- of- pocket expenses under FECA for
physical therapy treatment for an approved condition.

Only OWCP has the authority to determine what medical care
will be authorized. Medical Providers are not required to only
use Align Network for physical therapy. If your doctor wants
to refer you to a different provider, FECA allows for that.

PACE 8
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Count your life by smiles not tears,
count your age by friends, not years.

frO.2014

Swing Room Gazette

Second Vice President's Report
By James Oakley
Second Vice President
CPR
What do we do when
someone stops
breathing? Do you
know the answer?
Do you know how to
perform the lifesaving procedure
CPR? Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) is a manual method to
keep the heart pumping in an emergency situation. Life-support techniques such as CPR can buy a person struggling to survive in a medical emergency enough time until
health professionals can take over.
The Mayo Foundation for Medical
Education states that a sudden cardiac arrest victim's chances of survival
fall 7 percent to 10 percent for every
minute of delay until defibrillation
(AHA).
The A-B-C Sequence is Now C-A-B
Guidelines:
Old 200 5

Previously providers were instructed to open the patient's airway with
a head-tilt, chin-lift (the "A"), check
for normal breathing and provide
two rescue breaths to a nonbreathing patient (the "B"). Providers then checked for a carotid pulse
for at least 5 seconds and no longer
than 10 seconds. In pulseless patients compressions were then provided (the "C"). Providers were to
continue cycles of compressions and
breaths at a ratio of 30:2 until an AED
or EMS arrived. This was called the
A-B-C sequence.
New 2010 Guidelines:

Providers should briefly access for
responsiveness while simultaneously accessing for normal breathing
(<10 second total). Healthcare Providers should also check for the
presence of an obvious pulse (<10
seconds). If pulse is absent, 30 compressions should be immediately
provided (the "C"). After the first
cycle of compressions, providers

fEr. 2014

open the airway with the head-tilt,
chin-lift (the "A") and then provide
2 rescue ventilations (the "B").
Continue this 30:2 ratio until an
AED or EMS arrives. This is now
called the C-A-B sequence.

31, 2008, hands only CPR was introduced to the guidelines, targeting
laypersons, as it was the untrained
bystanders that was apparently
causing the greater portion of the
issue with casualties.

In 2010, the American Heart

Some thoughts to leave you with:

Asso-

and International Liaison
Committee on Resuscitation upciation

dated their CPR guidelines, to emphasize compression over mouthto-mouth. The importance of high
quality CPR (sufficient rate and
depth without excessively ventilating) was emphasized.
Anyone can give CPR, as long as
they know how to do it properly.
You should keep going until an ambulance arrives or you become
exhausted. CPR involves chest
compressions at a rate of at least
100 per minute in an effort to create
artificial circulation by manually
pumping blood through the heart.
It is stressed that you have to push
hard and you have to push fast. "If
you don't push hard enough and
you don't go fast enough, you don't
push that blood where it needs to
go."
In addition the rescuer may provide breaths by either exhaling
into their mouth or utilizing a device that pushes air into the lungs.
The process of externally providing ventilation is termed artificial
respiration.

In the beginning, mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation was the only technique discovered for reviving victims, and this was only known to
work for drowning victims (in
1740). In 1891, a doctor performed
the first recorded chest compression and in 1903, Dr. George Crile
was the first to have success with
the technique. Some Fifty years
later, James Elam paired up with
Peter Safar and laid the groundwork for mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, as we know it today. On March
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75-80% of cardiac arrests

(out - of-

hospital) happen at home.
Brain death begins 4-6 minutes after cardiac arrest,
CPR, when performed correctly
doubles the chance of survival.
Approximately 900 Americans die
daily due to cardiac arrest that occurs outside the hoSpital and in the
ER.
As a cause of death, out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest is second only to all
cancer deaths combined, taking the
lives of 490,000 Americans every
year.
Keeps a rhythm going:
The 1977 disco 11
it "Stayin Alive" by
the Bee Gees, urns out 103 beats
per minute, a perfect number to
maintain -2-- and retain — the hest
rhythm for performing cardiopulmonary resuscitation, or CPR. Another suggested song has the right
rhythm but the wrong message: It's
"Another One Bites the Dust," by
Queen.
Do something rather than nothing.
Performed quickly and accurately,
CPR has been demonstrated to save
lives when implemented in the first
minutes after someone's heart has
stopped. Everyone needs to learn
CPR. Enroll in a CPR course. You
never know when you will need to
use it.
The information provided on these
pages is just that-information, if
someone stops breathing, immediately dial (911) and perform CPR
until help comes.
BE SAFE
JAMES
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